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THE COMPANY

Our company was founded in March 1993 and operates in the food processing industry for the oriental 
market. Since the foundation of the company, we have enjoyed increasing demand every year. 
We are located in an industrial estate in Uden The Netherlands. In Europe we are the leading production 
company in ready-cooked ducks. Through the years the company has expanded their production range 
from roast duck to BBQ Pork, Spare-Ribs, and Roasted Pork. We operates in the food-industry for the 
oriental market! 
We produce authentic Asian ready-cooked products like Canton Style Roasted pork, Crispy roasted Pork,
Cheung Pao whole Chicken and least but not last our famous traditional authentic Roasted Peking Duck.

Roasted Peking Duck is a traditional Chinese dish. An authentic way to eat Peking Duck is with pancakes
and hoisin sauce: put a pancake on a plate, spread some hoisin sauce on the pancake, then put a piece of
deboned duck with its crispy skin and some sliced cucumber or lettuce on it.
Roll up the pancake and enjoy this delicious Chinese dish.
We also produce boneless roasted duck filets, and whole roasted duck.
In Europe, Lucky Duck is the leading production company in ready cooked duck.
All products are under strict control of the hygienic department of the Dutch government, in accordance
with the regulations of the EEC and HACCP.
In consultation with a customer, we can provide advice on other menu suggestions for duck, oriental 
dishes or be helpful with the development of tailor-made dishes.

THE PRODUCTS

We have a wide range of products as well for Catering as for the Retail. The main product being roast
duck, roast duck fillet roost pork products  a unique product on the market.
The ideology behind it is to create a product that is easy to prepare and needs as little preparation as
possible. With the unique recipe which caters well for the Chinese tastes and the fact that roasting your
own duck / pork takes a lot of time. For that we has brought quality convenient products onto a fairly
unexplored market.
Now everybody can enjoy  from the excellent authentic Asian ready-cooked products like Canton Style
Roasted pork, Crispy roasted Pork,
Cheung Pao whole Chicken and last but not least our famous traditional authentic Roasted Peking Duck.



THE FACTORY

In order to make a hygienic product, the factory makes use of the highest quality material.
The whole factory uses stainless steel whenever possible.
We uses high technology industrial machines for production.
The computer controlled ovens are of the latest state of the art technology for evenly roasting ducks and
our authentic Asian products. Furthermore, the packaging machine uses vacuum technology to ensure
that the products have a long shelf life, and that the same quality of the product is maintained from the
date of packaging to the date of consumption.

THE PEOPLE FOR AND BEHIND US

Our company is a company with diverse nationalities working in the production.
English, Dutch, Cantonese Chinese and Mandarin Chinese are the spoken languages on the work floor.
Each worker has been educated “in house” and is aware of hygiene, safety and efficiency.
Great care has been taken to educate the workers so that only the best quality products are produced.



PRODUCTION & QUALITY MANAGEMENT

We are HACCP compliant and we strictly follows the regulations set by the Dutch Ministry of Public Health. 
By implementing HACCP principles, the company has an EC number, NL 3729 EEG, which means that we 
are licensed to export the products all over the world. We gonna get the IFS certificate in Q3 2016. 

THE COSTUMERS

Our customers ranging from restaurants to supermarkets and wholesalers.
However, through the years the number of active customers has dropped because we cannot keep up 
with the pace of the upcoming restaurants. So for this reason our company has encouraged restaurants to 
buy directly from supermarkets and wholesalers.
The larger customers are international ones whom place enormous orders at a time.

THE DISTRIBUTION

Every week deliveries are made to wholesalers, supermarkets.
The larger German cities bordering the Netherlands; Düsseldorf, Cologne, Oberhausen and Duisburg are 
delivered to once a week. In Belgium, supermarkets in Brussels and Antwerp are also delivered to once a 
week. Transport companies deliver international orders to the U.K., Ireland, Belgium, Germany, 
Switzerland, Austria, Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, Malta, France and Spain.



We are proud to introduce our 2 newest products! 2 Delicious high quality artisan products!

ARTISAN MINI PEKING DUCK CROQUETTE
ARTISAN DUCK BURGER ALLERGEN FREE

The Mini Peking Duck Croquette and the Duck Burger have an exquisite Asian taste. The duck meat comes 
from farm ducks from the Veluwe, which grow up in spacious stables at the farm without any 
administered medication.

The Croquette contains thigh and beautiful pink fatty meat which makes it ideal for a fine ragout created 
in our kitchen. This Croquette with thigh meat is unique with a sweet-spicy taste thanks to the recipe 
containing hoisin, 5 spices and szechuan pepper. Along with the fresh ginger and fresh chives, this makes 
for a salpicon with an Asian character. The brittle crispy crust gives these products a delicious bite.
This product is made with no added preservatives, E-numbers or binders.
 
The artisan Duck Burger is made from pure duck meat and distinguishes itself by its exquisite Asian taste.
This is a great product thanks to the added fresh Asian herbs and spices. 100% Quality with the typical 
character of Asian cuisine. A product different from any other burger, unique in its kind.
Delicious on the grill, griddle or frying pan!
The possibilities of this delicious product are endless, unmatched and insanely delicious!  



OUR PRODUCT RANGE

ROASTED BABI PANGANG
Roasted Crispy Pork with BBQ sauce
Brand Bamboo Kitchen
Contents: 12 packs ( 400 gram per pack)
Per box: 4.8 kg
1 pallet: 60 cartons
Spanish sticker on Retail pack and carton
Retail
Article code: E901

ROASTED PORK CHA SIU
Canton Style roasted pork with BBQ sauce
Brand Bamboo Kitchen
Contents: 12 packs ( 400 gram per pack)
Per box: 4.8 kg
1 pallet: 60 cartons
Spanish sticker on Retail pack and carton
Retail
Article code: E900

PEKING DUCK
With Pancakes and Hoi Sin Sauce
Brand Bamboo Kitchen
Contents: 12 packs (400 gram per pack)
Brand Bamboo Kitchen
Per box: 4.8 kg
1 pallet: 60 cartons
Spanish sticker on Retail pack and carton
Retail
Article code: E902



ROASTED DUCK PRODUCTS

PORK PRODUCTS

ROASTED CHA SUI
Canton Style Roasted Pork
Contents: circa 500 gram x 20 packs
Per box: circa 10 kg
1 pallet: 60 cartons
Spanish sticker on pack and carton
Suitable for catering
Article code: V001

ROASTED BABI PANGANG 
Roasted Crispy Pork
Contents: circa 500 gram pack x 20 packs
Per box: circa 10 kg
1 pallet: 60 cartons
Spanish sticker on pack and carton
Suitable for catering
Article code: V002

ROASTED DUCK WHOLE WITH HEAD 1500gr 
With 50gr Hoisin sauce
Marca: Lucky Duck
Vacuum packed
Contents: 5 pcs 1500 gram per piece
Per box: 7.5 kg
1 pallet: 60 cartons
Spanish sticker on bag and carton
Retail and Catering
Article code: E008

ROASTED DUCK WHOLE NO HEAD 1300gr 
With 50gr Hoisin sauce
Brand Lucky Duck
Vacuum packed
Contents: 5 pcs (1300 gram per piece)
Per box: 6.5 kg
1 pallet: 60 cartons
Spanish sticker on bag and carton
Retail and Catering
Article code: E007



Mr DUCK ROASTED FILLET
Euro packing 580-640gr
Brand MR Duck
Vacuum packed
Contents: 12 pcs (12 x 2 fillet)
Per box: 7.5 kg
1 pallet: 100 cartons
Spanish sticker only on carton
Catering
Article code: E054

ARTISAN RAW DUCK BURGER ALLERGEN FREE
Brand Canature
Vacuum packed 
Contents: 20 Hamburguesas de pato á 
(150 gram por unidad )
Por caja: 3.0 kg
1 pallet: 120 cartons
Spanish sticker on Retail pack and carton 
Catering
Article code: 7209517

MINI CROQUETAS DE PATOS PEKING
Brand: Holtkamp
Vacuum packed
Contents:  28 croquetas 
Peso   40 gram
Por caja: 1.120 kilo
1 pallet: 120 cartons
Spanish sticker on Retail pack and carton
Catering
Article code:



ROASTED CHICKEN PRODUCT

CHEUNG PAO CHICKEN 
With 50gr hot BBQ sauce 
Brand Lucky Duck
Vacuum packed
Contents: 12 pcs (Whole Chicken) 
approximately 800 gram per piece
1 pallet: 60 cartons
Spanish sticker on Retail pack and carton
Retail and Catering
Article code: K005

MISCELLANEOUS

PANCAKES FOR PEKING DUCK
Brand Lucky Duck
Contents: 10 packs 
(6 pancakes per pack /16 sachets per pack)
Per box: 10 kg
1 pallet: 100 cartons
Spanish sticker only on carton
Suitable for catering
Article code: P001

IQF FROZEN CHOPPED GARLIC
Contents: 10 packs (1 kg per pack)
Per box: 10 kg
1 pallet: 80 cartons
Spanish sticker only on carton
Suitable for catering
Article code: D006



ADDITIONAL INFORMATION FOR CATERING

Pork products
Both products are sealed in a 10 kilo box
Possibilities for packaging in the range off 450 gram till 10 kg.  (example 10 x 1 kilo, 5 x 2 kilo etc.) 
Our experience is that caterers are preferred the smaller package (450 gram)

MISCELLANEOUS

These are commercial products and can only be supplied in the project specifications

SAUCES

Usual we got the Hoisin and BBQ sauce on stock.
There are various possibilities in terms of flavours. This can be developed and manufactured on customer 
level.
On the basis of the order size will be determined its price.

Possibilities of the bags sauce:
(Bamboo Kitchen) Bags is 50 gr
There are also opportunities to bags of 1 and 2 litres. If desired, a Jerry can also belongs to the possibility















PACKAGING 







SERVING IDEAS 

We have created the real authentic Asian kitchen for you! Tasteful, delicious, crispy roasted products!
Ready to serve, ready to eat, just heating up! Serve with rice, noodles, fried rice, delicious wok vegetables
and fresh salads! 
It’s Finger Licking Good! 

ROASTED BABI PANGANG
Roasted Crispy Pork with BBQ sauce
Brand Bamboo Kitchen
Retail, also available for Catering



ROASTED PORK CHA SIU
Canton Style roasted pork with BBQ sauce
Brand Bamboo Kitchen
Retail, also available for Catering



ROASTED PEKING DUCK
With Pancakes and Hoisin Sauce
Brand Bamboo Kitchen
Retail, also available for Catering



ROASTED DUCK WHOLE WITH HEAD 1500gr 
With 50gr Hoisin sauce
Brand Lucky Duck
Retail & Catering



ROASTED DUCK WHOLE NO HEAD 1300gr 
With 50gr Hoisin sauce
Brand Lucky Duck
Retail & Catering



Mr DUCK ROASTED FILLET
Euro packing 580-640gr
Brand Mr Duck
Catering



HAMBURGUESAS CRUDAS DE PATOS PEKING
Marca: Canature
Catering

MINI CROQUETAS DE PATOS PEKING
Marca: Holtkamp
Catering



The Oriental Experience!
Authentic Asian Canton style, ready cooked and roasted products!

ENJOY! 

CHEUNG PAO CHICKEN
With 50gr hot BBQ sauce 
Brand Lucky Duck
Retail & Catering 



JUST HEAT 
AND SERVE

THREE DELICIOUS 
AUTHENTIC ASIAN DISHES, 
READY TO BE HEATED 
AND SERVED AT HOME

6 QUICK 
AND EASY 
RECIPES 

INCLUDED IN 
EVERY BOX



Molenplaatsweg 20, 9531 JW Borger, The Netherlands
Telephone +31 - 599 - 345 600 ~ Fax +31 - 599 - 345 601

E-mail: christine@foodworld-sandostine.com
www.foodworld-sandostine.com
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